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Pacific Electric Protects Subway Traffic
With Signals

and
Train Stops

Solenoid-operated train stops
are worked direct from copper
oxide rectifiers-Speed restric
tions enforced with the aid of

train stops
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Sam Florence, signal engineer, pointing
out the trip cock lever which has just
been deflected by the roadside stop arm
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AUNIQUE installation of automatic signaling and block; and a green light, with three blocks unoccupied.
train stops has been installed in the Pacific It will be noted that the blocks at either end of the
Electric, Hollywood-Glendale subway, which subway are considerably shorter than those further in

adjoins the new Hill street terminal in Los Angeles, the tunnel. Train speeds are much slower in these end
Cal. Two noteworthy features of this installation are, blocks.
the enforced speed restrictions maintained by the auto- Because of the 6OO-volt d-c. propulsion current, all
matic train stop installations at a number of the signals, of the signaling, including the track circuits, is a1ter
and variations in signal 'overlaps to obtain safe braking nating current type. The track circuits are double-rail
distances. This double-track subway, whkh is a little return with impedance bonds to allow the return pro
more than a mile long handles, a very dense traffic pulsion current to pass through the rails of the adjoining
during the morning and evening rush hours, a recent track sections. These impedance bonds prevent the
survey showing a total of 47 trains inbound and out- alternating current, employed for signal controls, from
bound in a period of one hour. passing- from one track section to the next track seotion

In order to make the description of these facilities and improperly energizing the track relays. The latter
as clear as possible, the automatic block signaling will are of the double-element, two-position vane type. The
first be described. When the Hollywood-Glendale sub- line control relays, necessary for the green and yellow
way was completed on December 1, 1925, the Pacific signal lights, are of the single-element vane type. A
Electric installed color-light automatic block signals to three-phase 2,200-volt, SO-cycle power line is carried
protect trains on the double-track line. Fourteen sig- in lead-covered cable through a duct line in the subway
nals were installed, seven for each direction of traffic, wall. The same power line furni·shes energy for all
and spaced a maximum distance of 800 ft. The signal electrical equipment in the Hill street station and sub
controls were originally arranged in such a way that way. Another lead-covered cable is employed for the
a red light was displayed as long as a train was in the llO-volt line relay control circuits, and this cable is
first block; a yellow light displayed with the first block also carried in a dud line in the wall. At three dif
unoccupied, and a train in either the second or third ferent points in the subway, 5-kw. G.E. transformers
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are installed to step down the 2,200-volt current to 110 anns are located 170 in. outside of the gage side of
volts for signal lights, line relays and the line elements the rail and, when in the tripping position, the top of
of the a-c. track relays. These same transformers also each arm is 7 in. above the top rail in the vertical
supply the subway lights located in niches in the subway. position. The two trip arms always assume this posi
Additional transformers are introduced at each signal tion when the solenoid is de-energized. \"ihenever the
location to step down the 11O-volts to 2.8 volts or more solenoid is energized, the trip arms are operated me
f'Or energizing the track circuit. An individual trans- ·chanically to an oblique position, the top of the arms
former is employed on each track circuit, with an being about one inch above the rail, where they will not
adjustable reactance coil connected in one of the tra·ck strike the trip cocks mounted on the car.
leads to regulate the track circuit voltage. A noteworthy feature of the operation of these sole-

Approximately $18,000 was expended for block sig- noids is the fact that they are operated from the 110
naling materials, which, added to the installation labor volt, SO-cycle a-c. circuit through copper-oxide rectifier,;
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Detail chart of signals, train stops and train movements to make clear the operation of the stop arms ahead of an ap
proaching train and to illustrate the scheme of enforcing speed restrictions

cost of $8,400, made the total cost of the block 'signal
installation $26,400.

Automatic Train Stop Installed Two Years Later

On March 1, 1928, the Pacific Electric completed the
installation of electro-mechanical train stops, the trip
mechanisms being located as shown on the track plan.
These automatic train stops were necessary for safe
operation owing to the high density of traffic and
fairly high operating speeds in the subway.

The roadside train stop apparatus comprises an
electric solenoid mounted in a cast-iron case and
mechanically' connected to a rocker shaft on which are
mounted two Jrip arms. The apparatus is mounted on
two long switch timbers with the solenoid control appa
ratus at .the end of the ties, where it is well in the clear
of the trains. The rocker shaft is carried between the
switch timbers, slightly below the top of the ties and
has a trip arm fastened to it at each end. These trip

without a storage battery reserve. The control circuits
are so arranged that the solenoid is connected directly
across the d-c. output terminals of the copper-oxide
rectifier. The a-c. solenoid control circuits are checked
through the track relays in such a way that the ap
proaching train energizes the solenoid of the automatic
train-stop next ahead, causing it to drop to the clear
position, providing the signal indicates proceed.

Equipment on Cars

Each car operated through the subway has a trip
cock mounted on each end of the car at opposite sides
and connected to the train line controlling the air brakes.
When this cock is closed, it assumes a downward or
vertical position, being the same distance from the gage
side of the rail as the stop arm of the roadside appara
tus. The bottom of the trip cock on the car is 50 in.
above the top of rail when in the vertical position. It
must be remembered that when the solenoid of the road-
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side ,apparatus is de-e.nergized, the trip arm is seven
mches above the top of rail, or about 10 in. above the
bottom of the trip cock on the car. Thus, if a train
passes a red signal, the stop arm will engage the trip
cock of a car passmg over It. As there are two arms
on the roadside stop apparatus and rwo trip cocks on
each car, double assurance of an automatic stop is ob
tained, because, if the cock at the front end of the car
fails to operate, the one at the rear in all probabilitv
will stop the car. Two hundred and ten cars al:e
equipped with trip cocks, the simplicity of the equip
ment .on the car being one of the deciding factors in
choosmg thIS type of .automatic train stop for the
subway.

. As shown on the track plan, automatic stops are pro
VIded at 12 signal locations. An additional 5-kw. G.E.
distribution type transformer was added to ·the 3-phase
2,200-volt signal power line and 2 No.6 rubber-covered
copper wires were run the length of the subway as 110
,:olt secondary mains for supplying power for the opera
tion of the automatic train stop apparatus. A careful
study of the operating diagram of the signals and auto
matic train stops in the subway, shown in this article.
will make clear the control of the signals both inbound
and outbound as well as the approach control of the
roadside stop apparatus.

Operation of Signals and Train Stop
A detailed study of an outbound train frain Hill

street terminal throughout the extent of the subway
signal installation, and a similar study of the inbound
signaling with the aid of the diagram of signals and
train stops shown in this article, will make clear the
overlap scheme of signal control and the enforced
speed restrictions at certain signal locations. Assume
that an outbound train has left the terminal and has
passed signal IT- This signal will give a red and yellow
aspect as long as the train is in the first block. 1'he
yellow over red signal aspect is a permissive one and a
following train is not required to stop at signal I7 under
these 'conditions but may pass at a speed not to exceed
10 m.p.h. It should also ·be noted that no automa,ti,
train stop is located at this signal. Ii a train is stopped
at signal I7, considerable delays to following trains as
well as to inbound trains and trains usil)g the interlock
ing plant are incurred. It was believed that a train
could not attain sufficient speed at this point to require

Close-up of electrically-operated solenoid mechanism
which actuates the stop arms

Signal on tunnel wall, relay cases in niche of wall and road
side stop arms

the installation of an automatic stop. Signal I7, shows
a yellow indication with one block clear for similar
reasons, but will not show green until three blocks are
clear; the green control being the same as for the
remaining outbound signals.

Signals I9, 21, 23 and 25 each show a red indication
with a train- in the first or second block, yellow with two
cl~ar blocks and the third block occupied, and green
WIth three blocks clear: Holding a red signal for two
blocks IS necessary WIth thIS type of automatic stop
beca~se the brakes are applIed when a train passes a
red s~gnal, and WIth thIS arrangement, a train holds two
red SIgnals and will apply the brakes on a train at the
next signal in the rear, having a whole block to stop a
tr!im ~efore It. can reach the train ahead. The spacing
a f trams movmg under green signals is the same as
before the stops were installed.

Si~nal 27 has two lights only, red and green. The
red lIght holds for two blocks as with the signals men
tIOned above, and the automatic stop operates in the
same ma!1ner as described above. This signal will show
green wIth but M'IO blocks clear, as this insures that
no train is in the subway. Signal 29 operates red and
yellow only and the block for this signal is only 78 ft.
long, and no automatic stop is used in connection with
this signal. This signal is out of the subway and is
used only to obtam an overlap for the control of signal
27- Signal 29 was located and the length of block
arranged so a train standing at the First street station
would not hold a train in the subway.

Inbound Train Movements

All inbound automatic signals are equipped with
automatic stops. It was necessary to move inbound
signals 30 and 28 closer to the subway portal than they
were preVIOusly, so as to allow inbound trains to clear
First street when stopped at signal 30. As now ar
ranged, signal 30 has a block 215 ft. long and signal 28
has a. block 625 ft. long, which is ample for the speed
a tram can attain at this point. Signal 30 will show
re.d with a train in the first or second 'block, yellow
WIth ~he first and second blocks unoccupied and a train
m thIrd or fourth block, and green with fOUl' blocks
unoccupied. The action of the automatic stop is the
same as described for outbound signals.
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Signals 28, 26 and 24 show red with a train in first
or second block, red and yellow with first and second
blercks unoccupied and a train in third block, yellow with
three blocks clear and a train in the fourth ·block, and
green with "four' clear blocks. This arrangement was
desired because there is a 2.10 per cent down grade
to the station, and it was believed that the lengths of
the blocks were not sufficient to insure that the brakes,
on certain classes of cars, would stop the train within
the length of one block, with a reasonable margin of
safety. .

The operation of the stop with a train in the first or
second block would be the same as previously described.
When a train is in the third block and red and yellow
lights displayed, the stop will not clear when a train
approaches as it will with a yellow or green signal. The
stop, however, is located 16 ft. ahead of the signal and
will clear when a train passlj's a red and yellow signal.
The time the stop takes to dear is slightly less than
the time it takes a train moving at 10 miles per hour
to travel 16 ft., therefore if a train passes a red and
yellow signal at 10 m.p.h. or less, the stop will clear,
but if it exceeds this speed, the brakes will be applied
before the stop has time to c1e-ar.

Signal 22 has the same controls as the signals men
tioned above except that it shows green instead of yellow
with three clear blocks. Signal 20 has only two indi,ca
tions, showing yellow normally and red when the first
or second blocks are occupied. Signal 18 is normally
red and shows yellow when an approaching train has
passed signal 20 and has been in block 20 for 23 sec.
or more, insuring that the train is not exceeding 20
m.p.h. The controls of signals 18, 20 and 22, men
tioned above, are to insure that trains come into the Hill
street terminal at a reduced speed.

At the far end of the subway, a turnout and cross
over are located to handle trains going to and coming
from the car yard at this point. These moves are gov
erned by light type switch indicators. The signal cir
cuits at this location are arranged so that two signals
and stops in the subway are controlled by the moves on
the tracks involved. This insures that another train
approaching will be stopped before it reaches the train
doing the switching.

Signals 23 and 25 are located on a curve where they
cannot be seen -by motormen as soon as other signals.
Hence small repeater signals were installed between the
tracks to repeat the indication of these signals and give
advance information to trainmen.

The roadside stop apparatus and labor requir·ed to
install it represents an expenditure of over $12,000,
whae the cost of providing trip cocks on the cars to
taled nearly $8,000 or a total cost of $20,000 for auto
matic train stop apparatus. When to this is added the
cost of the original automatic block color-light signals,
$26,400, and $25,500 for interlocking the entrance to
Hill street station, the total cost of the signal and train
stop installation in the subway amounts to $71 ,900.
The Union Switch & Signal Company furnished all of
the color-light signals, relays, impedance bonds, track
transformers, reactors and other signal apparatus of the
original signal installation. The roadside train stop
apparatus, together with the rectifiers, line relays and
time-element relay~ for enforced speed restrictions in
block 20 were also obtained from the Union Switch &
Signal Company. The trip cocks on the cars were
obtained from the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.
The Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, fur
nished all of the wire used, including the lead-covered
calbles.

Mexican Road Uses Parkway
Cable for Telegraph Service

By B. E. Arias
Supenn.e~dpl1t of Electricity and Telegraphy, Nati,,"al R tl

ways of ~fe"ico

T HF tilllMl railways of )'iex co ha~ <In 11'5ta.
lalit"~ OoL parkway cahle for tt.legraph ClrCttI

ca, BtJ~n \ l'..ta station in Me ico City, D. I
. hich I as f;nen three years of sat"fact v enic
1 is c bIt' rur s from the telegraph ofti e 1'1 tit. st 1

n 1 ,1 sit-n.ll • wer 3.800 ft. distant an 1 from ti'cr
. J the tel€.,;raph office in the yareb 111 .'or aleo sta

n 1.15u t. away, and to another sign II tower, a
i t In ce of 1.225 it. From those places, tl c telt.

"raph circuits pr, ceed as aerial lines. .\ltogedlt.r
herefore. 6,175 it. of cable have been installed witl-j

the pm'pose of carrying telegraph lines between
those offices, and many advantages have been de
rived therefrom, inasmuch as the obstruction caused
hy. and the risk of accidental contact with hare wire~.

whIch ar~ numerous in the yanls, is totally avoided.

Advantages of Parkway Cable

("Itbes of intt'rruption are reduced te, ,I Jill ,imum
as th(; line is not affected by storms, de'ld tree~

')f nches ,ll,d Vll e,; overhanging or leaning again
'Ie (' >nJuctors. Troubles re, ulting from "t )n~

[hrown to the lil1e or poles and wire throwing, rc
ulting in short ciI cuits, are eliminated. The lint
ces not ~uffer rusting or corrosion as a re 'ult ... 

sulpfJ trous fume.. from the ~moke of 10C( motiYe
1 reec. ltl1 fro'11 inductive interference is obtained, and
"S cons qllt-nce ...f all this. better service is obtained
and the cost of maintenance repairs is reducd to a
minimum.

Several raIlways ha\'e avoided the use of under
round in;;t.tllatil'ns on account of the hlg; initial

l Jst. \\'e had, however, in mind the fact that
g-airst the cost of in~ulation on cable~, compared

\nth bare conductors, there mu~t be ~et the cost of
~oles. cross nns, lrackets and insulators required bv
b,lrt II Hillctors. 'It e ease with which the cabk can
Ie installed. was also takcn into consideratIOn.

On thi., particular installation, we used 5,1(-,6 ft
)f Okonite steel-tape armor, lead-col'ered cable 37
conductors, 1'0. 12 B\VG and 1.009 it. of Okonite
-,teel-tape armor. lead-covered cable, 12 conductors
No. 12 R\VG. We did not find it nece~sary to lay
the cahle in ducts for its total length, and used.
vitrified clay ducts only at the entrance to the office
in Buena Vista station and at the manholes along
the installation. For the rest of the line, the armored
cahle is laic! in a trench 14 in. wide and 28 in. deep
~1l1d thus the installation was easy anel inexpensive

!Jhnholes are located at the offices and at regular
spac('~ along the line, and are of appropriate elimen
...ion~ to prm'ide ample working space. The ma"}
J ...1e roor~ art' made of concrete. In laying the cable

I the tren hes, care was taken to J.'i'liC: "'.\ er pipe
nc ofler metallic underground obst r uct1ons near'lY.

The p~th of the installation is straig11t for almost all
f its length except for a turn (a long' rad;\b curve
1 front vf the si~llal tower.
'I!'e cable i~ at a di,tance greater thaI' thref' feet

rom the nearest rail. and crossings wi h 0.1" "aBroad
.ine are made in accordance with the rec lIi"errenh

f the • 'ational Electric Code of )Te,'ic 1.


